ClearPath Adds International Policy and Electricity Sector Experts to its Policy Team

New hires bring international corporate and U.S. electricity sector expertise

Washington, DC – Wednesday, November 30, 2022 – ClearPath announced two new additions to its policy team: Nick Lombardo as Senior Program Director of International Policy and Landon Stevens as Senior Program Director for the Electricity Sector.

Lombardo joins ClearPath from multinational conglomerate Tata Group, where he served as Senior Director of Global Corporate Affairs. He has also worked as an Associate for the American Chamber of Commerce in Singapore. Lombardo will lead ClearPath’s international policy portfolio, a new area of interest for the organization.

“Climate solutions must be focused on global emissions,” said Chief Strategy Officer Jeremy Harrell. “In response to the global energy crisis and enormous demand for clean energy abroad, America can lead the world into its energy future by developing innovative, affordable clean energy technologies. Nick’s international business knowledge will be incredibly helpful as ClearPath works toward these goals.”

Also leading an expanded portfolio, Stevens joins ClearPath from his position as Director of Policy and Advocacy at the nonprofit Conservative Energy Network. Stevens has also served in policy advisory roles at the Arizona Corporation Commission, Strata Policy, and the Institute for Energy Research. He will lead ClearPath’s electricity sector research and policy portfolio.

ClearPath will continue to drive innovations for American-made, clean baseload power sector, industrial, and carbon dioxide removal technologies, but is expanding its portfolio to include policies that will create export opportunities for other nations to buy cleaner, more affordable American technology.

At the same time, America’s grid is already strained to the max, and projections show that we will need twice as much power generation to meet load demands in the next decade.

“Landon’s more than a decade’s worth of experience navigating both the federal and state policy arenas and enacting conservative clean energy solutions will be invaluable as ClearPath continues to support a reliable, affordable and rapidly expanding domestic electricity grid,” Harrell added.
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